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They say that the young ones are potential athletes in sports. Evidently, in every educational institution a lot of potential players are present. But to a player or athlete it is truly not easy to achieve it, you need to exude the attributes of a real sports enthusiast.

Creating a sports enthusiast in school is such a great accomplishment. The teacher being the agent of change should transform a person to inculcate and absorb the love and passion for sports.

Having developed someone who has so much interest and involvement in sports is truly worthy. He or she should be a student who will devote a lot of time in studying sports and in actualizing them in the school.

The teacher may be able to create sports enthusiast among the students if he/she was able to exemplify the right attitude in sports. Considering sports as significant components of human experiences could not only manifest your interest but can also influence on others most especially on the learners.

In the daily classroom interaction particularly in MAPEH classes, sports are significant parts of learning. It is where in this subject area where sports are being taught and being actualized among the students. Through this subject area, a sports enthusiast can be created.

Having further emphasized sport as a source of fitness and strength in everyday living is also one way to develop sports enthusiast. Having planted in the students’ minds the benefits of sports activities will surely make them more aware and interested in dealing with sports.

Involvement in sports will not only benefit the present but it is much fruitful in the future. The students at present may soar high in the field of sports in the future. A good career and a better life are waiting for those who have so much passion in sports.

The teachers should stress these benefits in order to create more students who will be considered as sports enthusiasts who are the assets in terms of sports.
To be able to create a drive for sports among students, the teachers themselves should inspire them on the great things in sports like the outstanding players, the best games, the remarkable events, the unforgettable moments and the glory that sports may bring.

Students love to hear inspiring stories about sports. They are also fond of watching various sports events. They are also like to watch various sports competitions. They are also much eager to participate in sports activities. By means of these the teacher can elevate the force that pushes the students to embrace and be engrossed in sports, thus making them as true and genuine sports enthusiasts who will uphold the great principles of sports and the benefits they may provide to the students.

Let sports live on. Let the sports enthusiasts in school exist.
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